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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a discussion of the challenges in studies of genetic variation in epidemiology represen-
ted by the vast complexity of genetic variation. Choices of design and targets of the right genetic markers
could be essential for detection of genetic susceptibility. Identification of genetic variation that is likely to
be involved in the biological pathway of a particular condition could be of vital importance. A review is
given of current use of genetic variation of a series of genes (TP53, GST, CYP) in studies of genetic sus-
ceptibility. Approaches to studies of gene-environment interaction involving exposure to endocrine disrup-
ters are discussed. Finally the paper discusses new developments in the methodology for high throughput
genotyping. Such techniques are assumed to be of particular relevance for larger epidemiological studies.

INTRODUCTION

Large-scale genotyping may enable identification of
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) which may
be relevant for further studies in relation to susceptibi-
lity markers, clinical and histopathological characteris-
tics of disease, prognosis and response to treatment. To
be able to achieve these goals we need to evaluate and
introduce methods for high throughput SNP analysis.
We hope to be able to establish genetically predis-
posed variations in biologically relevant pathways
involved in given environmental and life-style charac-
teristics, exposure patterns, clinical and histopatholo-
gical phenotypes as well as response to treatment.

CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS OF STUDYING AND
REDUCING GENETIC VARIATION

Molecular epidemiology faces the challenge to explain
complex phenotypes resulting from the interaction of
complex genotypes with complex environments, thus
preceding the similar goals of functional genomics.
One of the greatest challenges is the vast complexity of
genetic variation. SNPs occur with a frequency of
1/1250 bp and in a total number of 3.12 billion
nucleotides they may be estimated to be about 2.5
million. The most obvious candidates to influence the

function, the coding SNPs (cSNPs), roughly estimated
to 100 000 will, allowed for two different nucleotides
at a position, result in 3100000 possible genotype combi-
nations for every individual, again giving room for the
biblical number of around 1050000 genetically different
individuals in respect to these SNPs (1). This illu-
strates the problems of studying genetic variation in
epidemiological studies.

Epidemiological studies therefore have to use diffe-
rent strategies to reduce the complexity in search for
particular relevant SNPs. The main alternative strate-
gies are briefly summarized in Table 1.

The "biological" candidate gene approach searches
for SNPs in genes with key functions for metabolism
of xenobiotics (i.e. cytochrome P450, Glutathione S
transferases, N-acetyltransferases, etc.), which may be
responsible for altered proximal phenotypes (mRNA
and protein levels and activities). Alternatively, the
"positional" approach suggests to define the hot spots
of recombination and to reduce the complexity by
defining all SNPs in linkage disequilibrium in between
(LD domains) as the next smallest building brick of
the variation skeleton (2). Whether they can always be
well defined, stable in different populations and of a
manageable size is still an open question. To reduce
the populational complexities one could look back to
classical family studies and let the family trees create

Table 1.  Alternative strategies for reducing the complexity of the search for molecular markers.

Whole genome global analysis Hypothesis driven "reductionistic" approach

Positional approach, based on chromosomal location Candidate gene approach (based on biological function)
"common" alleles associated with disease "rare" alleles associated with disease
"family" studies "case-control" populations
SNP sets according to their location in LD blocks SNP sets according to their location in coding sequences
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the initial pattern from the chaos as theoretically pre-
dicted (3) and experimentally proved on the example
of Crohn's disease (4). When looking for susceptibility
markers to disease, both common and rare alleles have
been considered. Given the lack of equilibrium in the
human population, due to the rapid expansion from a
small and isolated pool, it may be argued that even
common alleles may be useful susceptibility markers
(5). According to other population genetics studies,
rare alleles have a better chance to make a difference if
deleterious, their low frequency in itself incriminating
them for possible harmful phenotype (6).

In addition to the problems of tackling genetic hete-
rogeneity, epidemiological studies also need to tackle
heterogeneity of complex phenotypes such as diabetes,
cardiovascular diseases and cancer. Identification of
relevant well-defined phenotypic groups is at least as
complex as identification of the correct set of SNPs as
susceptibility markers, and without relatively homoge-
neous groups of cases, chances of detecting association
with genetic variation may fade. In oncological disea-
ses, the phenotypes could with decreasing level of
complexity be dissected into specific histology, grade
of tumor, proliferation status, expression of tumor
specific antigens, mRNA expression patterns, etc.
These phenotypic endpoints may be in addition
dynamic – they change with time. In an overall pool a
buffering of the genetic effect is expected and it is the
shifting environment that may, for only some specific
time point of the disease, cause a given set of SNPs to
acquire phenotype of relevance for its aetiology.

EXAMPLES OF GENES WITH RELEVANCE FOR
STUDIES OF GENETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

Carcinogen-DNA interactions: molecular archeology
of carcinogenesis

Environmental factors, such as constituents of ciga-
rette smoke, exposure to pesticides (pseudo- and anti-
oestrogenic agents) have been implied in the primary
aetiology of cancer. The enzymes involved in their
metabolism are interesting targets in studies for poly-
morphisms leading to interindividual differences in the
activation/deactivation of these substances creating a
unique genetic make-up for every individual (14-16).
The interactions between the genetic make-up of an
individual with these environmental factors may be
reflected in the type and frequency of the observed
somatic mutations in various types of cancer. Muta-
tions in the TP53 gene for instance are the most com-
mon alterations in human cancer and TP53 is at the
crossroads of a network of cellular pathways including
cell cycle check-points, DNA repair, chromosomal
segregation and apoptosis. A recent review of all
studied mutations in the TP53 gene in cancer patients
pointed out different characteristic patterns of mu-
tations, strongly suggesting the role of country-to-
country differences in diet, life style or local environ-

ment (17). Furthermore, there are several examples of
specific carcinogen exposures that are linked to can-
cers via TP53 mutational mechanism such as ultra-
violet light exposure, dietary aflatoxin B1 and cigarette
smoking as well as combined exposures such as alco-
hol drinking and cigarette smoking (18). These expo-
sures have been associated with a specific pattern of
TP53 mutations, leading to the idea that the analysis of
the mutations may reveal the environmental cause
back in time, thus using mutational spectra in tumour
suppressor genes for such "molecular archeology"
(19). A growing database of TP53 mutations
(http//www.iarc.fr/p53/homepage.html) will enable to
precise such studies for mutational spectrum in attempt
to search for gene-environment interactions.

Interactions between genetic variants of xenobiotic
metabolising enzymes, glutathione S transferases,
and somatic occurrence of mutations in the cell cycle
regulator TP53

Up to 45% of the overall cancer risk is related to envi-
ronmental factors and for some cancers it is even hig-
her. Cell cycle regulation defects, on the other hand,
have been well documented as molecular mechanisms
leading to malignancy. Interactions between genetic
variants of xenobiotic metabolising enzymes (gluta-
thione S transferases (GSTs)) and somatic occurrence
of mutations in the cell cycle regulator TP53 were
studied in our laboratory. A multiplex PCR based
method for a rapid and high throughput genotype
analysis of all three GSTM1, GSTT1 and GSTP1 genes
in a single tube was developed. In breast cancer
patients, carriers of the G allele of GSTP1 had more
frequently mutations in the TP53 gene in their tumour
(38%), compared to patients with the AA genotype
(21%) (p=0.055) (20). These data have been confirmed
in another series of breast cancer patients with locally
advanced breast cancer where the GG genotype has
been found a lot more frequently among the patients
than among control individuals (p<0.0001) (unpub-
lished). Furthermore, we analysed a pentanucleotide
repeat in the 5’ flanking area of GSTP1 reported in
GeneBank and the literature as (AAAAT) repeat. We
could demonstrate that the (ATAAA)n repeat is further
degenerated. The analysis of 196 healthy control indi-
viduals revealed 14 different alleles with inserts like
AACAC, AAATT, AATTT, AATAT in combination
with different number of repeats (21). Our report is the
first observation of an extensively polymorphic area in
human GSTP1. These findings are interesting in the
light of a very recently reported pentanucleotide repeat
in a PIG gene as the first TP53-responsive element
found to be polymorphic (22).

CYP (Cytochrome P450)

Cytochrome P450 are mixed function oxidases which
have the ability to incorporate a singlet oxygen into the
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rings of hydrophobic molecules, thus priming them for
further hydroxylation, acetylation or glutathione conju-
gation. Cytochromes P450 can thus metabolise both
endogenous hydrophobic molecules (steroid hor-
mones, cholesterol, oestrogens) and exogenous
pseudo-oestrogens and other xenobiotics (7). The
Human Genome project revealed the existence of 58
different genes of the human CYP superfamily, where
families 1-3 are involved in the metabolism of drugs
and xenobiotics (1). The majority of these genes are
polymorphic and a number of functionally important
variants have been described (8,9). The more
extensively studied polymorphisms are summarised at
http://www.imm.ki.se/cypalleles. Most of CYPs are
highly inducible and may therefore be used as markers
of exposure (10). For example, a vast characterisation
of various CYP forms in seals from various reference
sites in the Baltic sea has been reported recently (11).
However, different classes of chemicals may induce
the same CYP, as well as a single toxicant may induce
various CYPs due to a network of "orphan" nuclear
receptors, such as CAR, PXR and PPAR. These in turn
cross talk to other members of intracellular signalling
pathways, including those of cytokines and growth
factors (12,13), thus mediating the link between the
outer and inner milieu and regulation of the cell.

Xeno-oestrogens

A large amount of evidence has implicated hormones
and other compounds with oestrogen activity in the
pathogenesis of certain endocrine cancers, particularly
breast cancer. Widely dispersed hormone-like chemi-
cals, capable of disrupting the endocrine system and
interfering with proliferation have been described.
Compounds such as pesticides, some polychlorinated
biphenyls and the plastic ingredient bisphenol-A have
been shown to interfere with human reproduction and
hormonal regulation (23,24). The levels of these
foreign compounds as well as the levels of endogenous
oestradiol may influence the risk of breast cancer (25).
Endogenous oestradiol is synthesised in the ovarian
theca cells of premenopausal women or in the stromal
adipose cells of the breast of postmenopausal women
and minor quantities in peripheral tissue. These cells,
as well as breast cancer tissue, express all the necessa-
ry enzymes for this synthesis, the majority of them
being cytochromes P450: CYP17, CYP11a, CYP19,
hydroxysteroid hydrogenase, steroid sulphatase as well
as enzymes further hydroxylating oestradiol such as
CYP1A1, CYP3A4, CYP1B (reviewed in 26). Poly-
morphisms in these enzymes may have a possible role
in the link between environmental oestrogens and
hormone-like substances and the risk of breast cancer
(reviewed in 27). Extensive work in our laboratory is
devoted to characterising these polymorphisms and
studying their influence on the mRNA expression and
metabolic status of both control individuals and breast
cancer patients (28,29).

Methods for detection of environmental endocrine
disrupters

Several methodological approaches have been sugges-
ted recently to identify compounds able to disrupt
normal endocrine homeostasis. Chemicals could be
tested to determine their ability to displace oestrogen
from its complex with hER[salpha] (human oestrogen
receptor alpha) and to modulate the interaction be-
tween hER[salpha] and SRC-1 (the steroid receptor
coactivator) (30). Overall oestrogen receptor related
transcriptional activation in yeast (31) or in human
breast cancer MCF-7 cell lines (32) have also been
used to monitor the hormone disrupting potential of
environmental chemicals using marker genes such as
the transforming growth factor beta3 (TGFbeta3) or
monoamine oxidase A. Another approach uses a bat-
tery of reporter plasmid vectors that contain firefly
luciferase gene under hormone inducible control with
enhancer elements responding to oestrogen, androgen,
or rethinoic acid (33). Stable transfection of these
reporter plasmids in ovarian carcinoma (BG-1) cell
line has been used to demonstrate the potential of this
bioassay to screen for known and identify unknown
xeno-oestrogens (32). Several approaches have come
from the field of environmental analytical chemistry,
such as mass spectrometry based identification of
steroid hormones in environmental matrices (33).

The development of techniques to identify natural
and synthetic oestrogens in biological fluids as well as
in the environment will enable to identify substances
with hormonally active properties. Further genetic,
biochemical metabolic analyses and exposure assess-
ments are needed to verify the potential risk to
humans.

CURRENT HIGH THROUGHPUT PLATFORMS
FOR SNP ANALYSIS

The tremendous developments of identification of ge-
netic variants in both the chemistry and bioinformatics
press small and middle size academic units like us to
improve and intensify by orders of magnitude the
existing methods for genotyping. We have developed
and published several methods for intensifying the
genotyping process – of minisatellite repeats (34),
multiplex PCR based analysis of polymorhisms in the
glutathione-S-transferase genes (20) and a universally
applied single track sequencing (SSR) (35). By these
and other conventional methods we have carried out a
total number of 9865 genotyping reactions (recently
summarised and submitted for the European GENSUT
consortium meta-analysis study, IARC, Lyon) and
created a genotype database for numerous polymor-
phisms in genes like GST, CYP19, CYP17, epoxide
hydrolase, NAT1 and CYP2D6. We have studied the
existing possibilities for high throughput genotyping
(recently reviewed in 36). The results of our survey on
existing methods and platforms for SNP analysis are
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based on three criteria: 1. The theoretical soundness of
the method, 2. robustness and throughput per today
and 3. availability of support and infrastructure around
the platform itself.

Theoretical analysis of existing methods

The process of mutation analysis is formally divided
into two steps: 1. identification of mutations according
to the physical or enzymatic principle used to reflect
the change in the DNA primary structure and 2.
visualization of the detection products, which involves
ways of making this change visible – e.g. labeling and
allele separation strategies. The various approaches for
allele discrimination are formally systematically divi-
ded into 1. enzymatic approaches, where the properties
of different enzymes to discriminate between nucleo-
tides are used (restriction enzymes type II, Cleavase
and Resolvase, DNA polymerase, ligase), 2. electro-
phoretic methods, where the allele discrimination is
based on difference in mobility in polymeric gels or
capillaries (Single and double stranded conformation
assays, heteroduplex analysis and DNA sequencing),
3. solid phase determination of allelic variants, inclu-
ding high density oligonucleotide arrays for hybridisa-
tion analysis, minisequencing primer extension analy-
sis and fiberoptic DNA sensor arrays, 4. chromatogra-
phic methods – Denaturing High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (DHPLC), 5. other physical methods
of discrimination of allelic variants like mass spectro-
metry (mass and charge), or fluorescence exchange
based techniques, and 6. in silico – high throughput
analysis of EST data.

Robustness and throughput potential

Of these approaches, array based formats for solid
phase determination seems to provide the necessary
throughput and robustness. Of the array format, the
Affymetrix chip, although with low sensitivity, seemed
to be the only available chip when our survey was
initiated (2000). The much more sound primer exten-
sion assay seemed to be hampered by the unavaila-
bility of a 5'-3’ chip for a large number of interro-
gations. This technical problem has been circumvented
today and is provided by several existing platforms
(for a recent review see 37). Current producers of
platforms for high throughput SNP analysis are
Affymetrix (based on probe hybridisation), Seque-
nome (based on mass spectrometry), Invader (FLAP
endonuclease), Orchid BioSciences (primer extension
reaction), ABI (Taqman allele specific PCR), and
Rolling circle amplification (Amersham Pharmacia).
These platforms are briefly described below:

• Affymetrix (based on probe hybridisation) delivers
high throughput, relatively low sensitivity, poor dis-
crimination of deletions, repetitive sequences, rela-
tive dependence on the company for infrastructure.

• Sequenome (based on mass spectrometry) has a high
potential, sound chemistry, however requires primer
extension anyway, high operative costs. The system
has been quite successful, involved in large projects
with NIH, entered collaboration with Incyte.

•  Invader (FLAP endonuclease). Interesting chemi-
stry, possibility for PCR free SNP detection, how-
ever still poorly documented and with no robustness.
Requires large amount of DNA. Large project – the
Japan Human Genome Project.

• Orchid BioSciences (primer extension reaction). The
most sound chemistry of all large throughput assays,
available at three different formats, suitable for dif-
ferent study design – few SNP – large sample size,
versus large number of SNPs on fewer individuals.
Of the few who had published real results – 60000
genotypes in three different ethnic populations.
Available primer sets and assays for these geno-
types. Low operative cost – no labelling of the
probes. Flexibility – the same probes can be used for
homogenous minisequencing reactions, electro-
phoretically separated on capillary instruments (i.e.
ABI310 or MegaBace).

• ABI (Taqman allele specific PCR). Large throughput
and relatively high sensitivity. Availability of the
instrument. High operational cost increasing with the
sample size due to the usage of expensive labelled
probes.

• Rolling circle amplification (Amersham Pharmacia).
Allows signal amplification. Based on large size
circularised oligonucleotides, demands specific
expertise in primer design. Difficult to address to
solid formats due to steric hindrance of the circular
structures.

SUMMARY

Large scale genotyping studies will enable to pinpoint
the SNPs which may be relevant for further studies in
relation to susceptibility markers, clinical and histo-
pathological characteristics of disease, prognosis and
response to treatment. To be able to achieve these
goals we need to evaluate and introduce methods for
high throughput SNP analysis. The problems of
identifying important variation by statistical methods
will be substantial. It is therefore important that studies
of critical biological expression of genetic variation
work in tandem with epidemiological studies in
attempts to identify relevant genetic variants that are
likely to be associated with disease. We hope to be
able to establish genetically predisposed variations in
biologically relevant pathways involved in given
environmental and life-style characteristics, exposure
patterns, clinical and histopathological phenotypes as
well as response to treatment. Although this approach
of the “most obvious” relevant pathways enables to
discover relevant genetic variants that may otherwise
be lost in the majority, it has its drawbacks as it may
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lead to overestimation of the effect of a given variant
or a given pathway. The somewhat surprisingly large
number of SNPs in the human genome and the large
proportion of those expected to be functional starts
inevitable discussion about the buffering effect of the
pool of phenotypes in terms of both predisposition and
clinical presentation. Therefore it is necessary to vali-
date the results of our along-the-biological-pathway
analysis in the picture of the overall genome SNP
profile. The final epidemiological confirmation will
most likely come from high throughput genotyping in
large prospective studies, which with the large FUGE

initiative in Norway will become reality both in terms
of cost and technical availability.
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